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Abstract
The Java Stream API was introduced in Java 8, allowing developers to express computations in a functional style by defining a pipeline of data-processing operations. Despite the growing importance of this API, there is a lack of benchmarks specifically targeting stream-based applications. Instead of designing and implementing new ad-hoc workloads for the Java Stream API, we propose to automatically translate existing data-processing workloads. To this end, we present S2S, an automatic benchmark generator for the Java Stream API. S2S is a SQL query compiler that converts existing workloads designed for relational databases to stream-based code. We use S2S to generate BSS, the first benchmark suite for the Java Stream API.
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1 Introduction
The Java Stream API was introduced in Java 8 to allow developers to express a pipeline of data-processing operations on collections of elements called streams. The API eases the implementation of data transformations expressed with a functional, concise and declarative style while keeping the advantages of Java as an object-oriented language with an imperative paradigm. Moreover, the API allows one to easily and automatically parallelize stream processing by calling just a single operation. For these reasons, the Java Stream API is increasingly used by Java applications [30].

Despite the growing importance of the Java Stream API, after ten years since its release, there is a lack of benchmarks specifically targeting stream-based applications. To the best of our knowledge, the only established benchmark suite including workloads that use the Java Stream API is Renaissance [27], which however contains only three stream-based applications that are not representative of a realistic use of streams and are therefore little suitable for evaluation needs. Other well-known benchmark suites for Java, such as DaCapo [4] or SPECjvm2008 [7], were released before the availability of the Java Stream API, while others (such as SPECjbb2015 [6]) target runtimes (Java 7) not supporting streams. Such a lack of benchmarks makes it very hard for researchers and language developers to analyze and improve the performance of the Java Stream API. Indeed, many techniques [1, 3, 15, 17, 20, 29] have been proposed to improve the performance of the Java Stream API, but all of them have been evaluated on a simple set of micro-benchmarks that have been manually implemented or crawled by the authors, which is a non-effortless process. We believe that researchers and Java developers working on optimizing the Stream API would benefit from benchmark suite composed of workloads fully dedicated to the Java Stream API.

Our work aims at mitigating the long-standing absence of benchmarks specific to the Java Stream API. Instead of designing a new benchmark suite from scratch—which is known to be challenging and extremely time consuming [40]—we resort to a different approach. The idea behind of our work is that the relational database community has already designed many data-processing workloads. Examples include TPC-H [36], TPC-DS [35], TPC-C [34], TPCx-BB [37], Start Schema Benchmark (SSB) [23], CH-benCHmark [5] and Join Order Benchmark (JOB) [18], all of which are composed of a multitude of queries expressed in the SQL language. Since
the Java Stream API has been specifically designed to execute data-processing operations, such workloads seem a natural fit to be used as benchmarks for the API, if they are translated from SQL to Java code making use of streams.

To this end, we present S2S, the first automatic benchmark generator for the Java Stream API (Section 2). At its core, S2S is a SQL query compiler that produces Java source code that makes use of the Java Stream API. S2S takes a SQL query as input and converts it into an equivalent Java code using streams via a template-based code-generation technique (Section 3). As output, S2S produces a Java application that enables the translated code to be easily and readily used as benchmark thanks to the integration with the Java Microbenchmark Harness (JMH) [11]. We used S2S to generate BSS, the first benchmark suite for the Java Stream API, obtained by applying our tool to all the SQL queries used as benchmarks by the stream-fusion engine [32] (Section 4). We complement the paper with a review of related work (Section 5) and our concluding remarks (Section 6).

2 S2S Architecture

S2S is a SQL query compiler that generates Java source code making use of the Java Stream API to express query computation. In this section, we describe the architecture of S2S and discuss the details of its components. Figure 1 illustrates the execution flow of the benchmark generation process used by our tool. From a user prospective, using S2S is straightforward. To generate a benchmark, S2S needs very little user input, which is a database schema definition, a dataset for that schema and a SQL query to be converted into Java code. The schema and the dataset can be automatically retrieved from a connection URL defined with any JDBC [28] driver.

Once invoked, S2S first connects to the database with the provided connection and starts executing queries on the database to retrieve its table names and schemas, which will be converted to Java classes responsible of holding the data and retrieving the rows from the database, forming an in-memory database (step 1 in Figure 1). Then, before translating a SQL query into Java code, the query needs to be parsed, validated, and converted into a query plan, i.e., a representation of the query specifying the order and the implementation of each operator composing the query. In this way, query translation can be performed by traversing the query plan (step 2). Then, S2S translates the query plan into a Java class by converting the query operators into Java source code that makes use of the Stream API (step 3). Finally, S2S generates a JUnit [33] test for the translated query, as well as a benchmark leveraging JMH [11] as a harness (step 4).

We now provide additional details for each step involved in the described process.

In-memory DB generation. This step creates a Java class to retrieve and store the database tables into Java object arrays, acting as an in-memory database, and mostly involves a data-type translation schema from SQL types to Java ones. To create the in-memory database, S2S retrieves a list of tables from the original database using the JDBC connection provided as input. For each table, S2S determines its name and schema. Similarly to many object-relational mapping systems, S2S uses such information to create a Java class $C_t$ for each SQL table $t$.

When generating the Java classes modeling the database schema, S2S needs to map SQL types to Java ones. Currently, S2S supports the SQL types INT, LONG, DOUBLE, CHAR (fixed-size string), VARCHAR (variable-size string), and DATE, which are converted into the Java types int, long, double, String (for both CHAR and VARCHAR) and java.sql.Date, respectively.

Then, S2S generates a class (here called $DB$) to model a simple in-memory database. The $DB$ class contains a field for each database table $t$ typed as array of $C_t$. Moreover, the $DB$ class generates code to retrieve the records for each table in the database.

Query planning. A query plan is usually represented as a tree, where internal nodes represent query operators and the leaves represents the tables involved in the query. The query plan specifies the order in which commutative operators should be executed (e.g., joins). All the query operators are physical ones, i.e., their implementation is specified in the query plan (e.g., a join can be implemented as nested-loop join or hash join).

Similarly to many existing query engines [10, 31], S2S uses Apache Calcite [2], a state-of-the-art open-source query planner, for query parsing and planning. The query plan generated by Calcite is composed of the following SQL operators (discussed in more details in Section 3): table scan, projection, predicate, aggregate, sort, limit, nested-loop join, and hash join. Table scan operators are the leaves of the query plan, while other operators are internal nodes. In particular, join operators (both nested-loop join and hash join) have exactly two children, all remaining operators have exactly one child.

Query compilation. After the creation of all the Java classes handling the data schema, S2S begins the process of translating SQL queries into Java code. Currently, S2S supports the SQL operators listed in Table 1, arithmetic and logical expressions, as well as the aggregation functions COUNT, SUM, MIN, MAX and AVG. For each input query $q$, S2S generates a Java class with a single exec method $M_q$ that takes as input an instance of the class $DB$. All the code emitted for a given query will be included by S2S in this method.

Moreover, S2S generates the code so that all the streams created within such method do not escape it. In this way, the benchmarks generated by our tool can be used to evaluate

---

2S2S is available at https://github.com/usi-dag/S2S/releases/tag/v0.0.1.

3To simplify source-code generation, we leverage Java records [25].
optimizations on the Stream API based on static analyses [1, 20], which often cannot deal with streams that are not created and executed in a single method, though there are static analyses of streams that do not have such a limitation [15, 16], being based on interprocedural analyses.

Additional details about the query compilation will be discussed in Section 3.

**Test and benchmark generation.** After query compilation, we aim at ensuring that the translated code is semantically equivalent to the provided query through testing. To this end, S2S generates a JUnit [33] test for each translated query, which verifies that the result of a query \( q \) is equivalent to the original one. To do so, S2S executes \( q \) on the generated in-memory database using the Calcite engine and retrieves back its result set, which we use as expected result. Then, the correspondent method \( M_q \) is executed by passing as parameter an instance of the \( DB \) class and the result is compared to the expected result. Finally, S2S generates a benchmark leveraging JMH [11] as a harness.

### 3 Query Compilation

Here we describe the technical details of the translation from SQL queries to Java code done by S2S. Similarly to existing SQL query compilers [2, 22, 31, 39], S2S translates a query by visiting its query plan, which is done by the *visitor* component of S2S, i.e., an instance of the visitor pattern. The visitor maintains a state composed of three components:

- **v.body**: a string that contains the partially-generated method body implementing the given query.
- **v.elemType**: a string containing the type name of the stream elements.
- **v.decl**: a list of strings representing variable declarations referred by the generated method body.

When visiting each operator (excluding table scans), the visitor can assume that \( v.body \) ends with a piece of code representing an expression of type Stream<\( T \)> and that the name of the stream elements type \( T \) is stored in the field \( v.elemType \). From now on, we will refer to such an invariant as state assumption.

In general, once the visitor visits a node in the query plan, it first recursively visits its children in depth-first order. Then it generates the code implementing the current operator and appends it to \( v.body \). Thanks to the state assumption, each generated stream operation can be simply appended to \( v.body \) forming a chain of method calls. Finally, it sets \( v.elemType \) as the type name of the stream elements, resulting from the generated stream operation so that the state assumption holds. Some query operators (e.g., predicate) do not change the element type. In this case, the visitor leaves unchanged \( v.elemType \). For the remaining query operators, such stream element type is a class generated by the visitor.

Figure 2 shows a pseudo-code algorithm describing the S2S’s query compiler. We now provide more details on the template-based code-generation approach used by S2S which implements the mapping between SQL query operators and stream operations shown in Table 1, focusing on how the visit of each operator mutates \( v.body \), \( v.elemType \) and \( v.decl \).

**Table Scan (Figure 2, lines 2 – 5).** Since the visit is performed in depth-first order, and table scans are always the leaves of a query plan, table scan is always the first visited operator. During the visit to a table scan for a table \( t \), the state is modified for the first time.

We note that during the first step of our approach (in-memory DB generation), a class \( Ct \) has been created as a representation of \( t \) and the \( DB \) class contains a field named \( t \) and typed as \( Ct \). \( v.elemType \) is set to the name of the class \( Ct \) generated during the first phase, and \( v.body \) is set to the value Arrays.stream(\( db \).t). This state mutation respects the state assumption mentioned above, since the value of \( v.body \) is an expression of type Stream<\( T \)> where \( T \) is the class \( Ct \).

**Projection (Figure 2, lines 7 – 13).** Since a projection \( p \) defines a mapping between tuples through a sequence of expressions, the visitor must generate a new class as a type

### Table 1. Mapping between SQL operators and Java Stream API methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQL operator</th>
<th>Stream method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table scan</td>
<td>.of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection</td>
<td>.map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicate</td>
<td>.filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit</td>
<td>.limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>.sorted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate</td>
<td>.collect(custom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nested-loop join</td>
<td>}.{toList, flatMap}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash join</td>
<td>.{collect(groupingBy), flatMap}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
body += " probe side as shown in Figure 4

```java
decl.append(" left ", buildBody)
decl.append(" empty ", " emptyList () ")
```

```java
}}
```

elemType = joinedClass.name

```java
joinedClass = genDataClass ( join.type )
visit ( join.right )
buildBody = bVisit.body + ". collect ( expr )
```
To preserve the state assumption, S2S wraps the map values into a new stream by adding the code .values().stream().

**Joins (Figure 2, lines 49 – 72).** In contrast to the other SQL operators, joins have two children in a query plan, hence the visitor needs to handle such a different structure. S2S supports two join implementations, namely hash join (commonly used when the join condition is an equality among fields) and nested-loop join (used for other arbitrary join conditions). For both join implementations, the left child is called **build side**, while the right child is called **probe side**. To avoid executing the pipeline of operators which compose each join side more than once, the implementation of both joins materializes the tuples from the build side into an intermediate data structure \( B \). Then, the implementation scans the probe side and, for each element \( p \), finds all the matching pairs \((p, b)\), \( b \in B \) for which the join condition holds.

When visiting both join implementations, S2S first creates a new visitor \( v2 \) which is used to visit the build side. Then, the original visitor \( v \) takes \( v2.body \) appending to it the code for materializing that side into \( B \). We denote \( C_{v2} \) the resulting code. Then, \( v\).decl is set to \( v2.\text{decl} \) with appended a new declaration for \( B \), initialized with the code \( C_{v2} \). Finally, \( v \) visits the probe side of the join, and appends to \( v.body \) a call to the \( \text{flatMap} \) method defined in the Java Stream API, which takes care of selecting the join matching pairs \((p, b)\) by accessing

\[
\text{List}\langle B\rangle \ list = left.\text{toList}(); // build side
\]

\[
3 // probe side
\]

\[
\text{right.flatMap}(r -> list)
\]

\[
.\text{stream}()
\]

\[
.\text{filter}(1 \to \text{joinCondition}(1, r))
\]

\[
.\text{map}(1 \to \text{mapping}(1, r))
\]

**Figure 3. Template for the nested-loop join operator.**

\[
\text{List}\langle B\rangle \ empty = \text{Collections}.\text{emptyList}();
\]

\[
3 // build hashmap for build side
\]

\[
\text{Map}\langle K, \text{List}\langle B\rangle\rangle \ map = left.\text{collect}(
\]

\[
\text{Collectors}.\text{groupingBy}(\text{leftKey}));
\]

\[
5 .\text{stream}()
\]

\[
7 \text{return} \ \text{right.flatMap}(r \to \text{map.getOrDefault}(\text{rightKey}(r), \text{empty}))
\]

\[
9 .\text{stream}()
\]

\[
10 .\text{map}(1 \to \text{mapping}(1, r))
\]

**Figure 4. Template for the hash join operator.**

\( B \), as further discussed in the next paragraphs, which discuss the difference w.r.t. the two join implementations.

**Nested-loop join (Figure 2, lines 49 – 59).** The build side of a nested-loop materializes its tuple into a list \( L_b \). Then, the operator pipeline on the probe side is executed and, for each element \( p \), the whole list \( L_b \) is scanned. For each element \( b \) in \( L_b \) a pair of tuple \((p, b)\) is created and if such pair passes the join condition, then it will be an output row of the nested-loop join.

Such a behavior is implemented with the Java Stream API as shown in the template reported in Figure 3. In particular, the placeholder \( \text{left} \) represents the code generated by visiting the build side with the visitor \( v2 \), the assignment to the list variable is added mutating \( v\).decl. Placeholder \( \text{right} \) represents the code generated by visiting the build side with \( v \), and the call to \( \text{flatMap} \) is the mutation of \( v.body \) performed by the visitor. Also, the parametric class \( B \) in the declaration is set to the value \( v2.\text{elemType} \). We note that the mapping function, which is here omitted for brevity, creates elements of a generated class \( T \) which contains the fields from both join children. \( v\).\text{elemType} is then set to \( T \).

**Hash join (Figure 2, lines 61 – 72).** Generating the code for the hash-join operator is very similar to the case of nested-loop joins. The algorithm differs from the previous one in finding the matching pairs. In case of nested-loop joins, the build side is materialized into a list which is fully scanned for each element in the probe side, while in case of hash joins the build side is materialized into an hash map and matching pairs are found by performing a hash lookup on that map. In particular, the code-generation template for hash join is depicted in Figure 4. Placeholders \( \text{left} \), \( \text{right} \), \( \text{mapping} \) have the same meaning as in the case of nested-loop joins. Hash joins also require to generate code for extracting
the map keys used for finding matching pairs. To this end, the visitor creates a Java record (C) with the fields used in the key. Placeholders leftKey and rightKey in the template represent the generated code which creates an instance of C from an element of the build side stream and probe side stream, respectively.

4 Use Case: Generating BSS with S2S

In this section, we present a use case to demonstrate the capabilities of S2S in generating benchmarks from SQL queries. With S2S, we generated BSS, which to the best of our knowledge is the first benchmark suite for the Java Stream API. BSS has been obtained by running S2S on a set of queries that have been proposed as benchmarks by the authors of the stream-fusion engine [32]. The queries are based on the dataset of TPC-H [36]. The original benchmark suite is composed of 7 queries; however, there is no query that makes use of all SQL operators. With the goal of presenting a complete example of query compilation that involves the translation of each SQL operator, we created another query (here called Q8) listed in Figure 5. The query is inspired by the combination of two original queries, Q5 and Q7. In the following text, we describe the query-compilation process performed by S2S on Q8, which exemplifies the code-generation approach described in Section 3.

The class generated by S2S taking Q8 as input is depicted in Figure 6. The query plan is composed as follows. The root is an aggregate (sum(o_totalprice)) node, followed by a join operator with a join condition (o_orderkey = l_orderkey). The build side of the join is a projection (l_orderkey), followed by a predicate (on l_shipdate) and a table scan (on lineitem). The probe side of the join is a limit followed by a sort (by field o_totalprice in descending order) that is followed by a projection (of fields o_orderkey, o_totalprice).

The query-plan visit first goes down to the join operator, then a new visitor (v2) is created to handle the build side, generating code that creates the join hash map h (lines 26–28 in Figure 6). Then, the first visitor (v) appends to v.body the declarations of e (defined in v2) and h, the latter is obtained by appending the grouping collector to v2.body (line 29).

5 Related Work

The lack of suitable benchmarks for specific evaluation needs is a long-standing problem in the research community, as demonstrated by the rich presence of research work proposing new techniques to synthesize custom benchmarks automatically. Joshi et al. [13] propose a framework that automatically generate benchmarks starting from CPU-level workload characteristics provided as input. Zheng et al. [40] locate real-world applications hosted on GitHub and exhibiting user-defined behavior, using their unit tests to drive benchmarking workloads. Van Ertvelde et al. [38] generate benchmarks based on the CPU behavior of existing closed-source applications without revealing proprietary information. Bell et al. [12] aim at creating short running workloads from actual applications. Automatic benchmark generation has also been proposed for specific domains, such as I/O-intensive parallel computations [9], bug detection [14], predictive machine-learning models [8], and matrix operations [19].

Our tool differs from the above work as it is the first one to allow automatic benchmark generation for the Java Stream API, which related work does not target. Moreover, while the above techniques typically require users to provide a specification of the desired workload characteristics as input, S2S is based on a different approach, i.e., translating existing SQL queries to stream-based Java applications, which makes it possible to generate a large number of benchmarks for the Java Stream API thanks to the vast availability of data-processing workloads designed for relational databases.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper presents S2S, an automatic benchmark generator for the Java Stream API. S2S is a SQL query compiler able to convert SQL queries into Java stream-based workloads using a template-based code-generation approach. We use note that the method Collectors.groupingBy (used in line 29) returns a collector that groups the stream elements according to the given classification function, accumulating the result into a map (hash map by default). Now, v can visit the probe side, going down to the table scan (on order), where it sets v.body to Arrays.stream(db.orders). Then, it visits the predicate operator, generating a call to filter (line 32), and the projection operator, which generates a call to map (line 33). Then, by visiting the sort operator, v generates the declaration for the Comparator instance (line 3) and appends to v.body a call to sorted (line 34). Then, the limit operator is visited, appending to v.body a call to limit (line 35).

At this point, the probe side has been completely visited, and v appends to v.body the call to flatMap to join the probe side with the build side (lines 36–39). Finally, the aggregate node is visited, generating the class that takes care of evaluating the aggregation (class Agg, in the code, lines 9–22), and appending to v.body the call to collect (line 40).
public class Query_8 {
    Date const_0 = Date.valueOf("1995-12-01");
    Comparator<P1> comp = Comparator.comparing((P1 x) -> x.o_totalprice()).reversed();
    void accumulate(J0 row) {
        sum_total += row.o_totalprice;
    }
    return this;
    }
    public List<Agg> exec(DB db) {
        List<P0> E = Collections.emptyList();
        var hm = Arrays.stream(db.lineitem)
                .filter(row -> (row.l_shipdate.
                        compareTo(const_0) >= 0))
                .map(row -> new P0(...))
                .collect(Collectors.groupingBy(row ->
                        row.l_orderkey));
        var stream = Arrays.stream(db.orders)
                .filter(row -> (row.o_orderdate.
                        compareTo(const_0) >= 0))
                .map(row -> new P1(...))
                .sorted(comp)
                .limit(1000)
                .flatMap(r ->
                       .hm.getOrDefault(r.o_orderkey(), E)
                        .stream()
                .map(1 -> new J0(...))
        .collect(Agg::accumulate);
        return Stream.of(stream).toList();
    }
}

Figure 6. Code generated by S2S from query Q8 (Figure 5).

S2S to generate BSS, the first benchmark suite for the Java Stream API, obtained by applying S2S on all the SQL queries used as benchmarks by the stream-fusion engine. Thanks to S2S, numerous benchmarks for the Stream API can be easily generated by converting existing data-processing workloads designed for relational databases.

Future Work. We plan to address the abovementioned limitation as future work, by exploring alternative conversions of SQL operators to Java streams with the goal of covering more operations defined by the Stream API. Such an extension would also allow measuring the performance difference among equivalent stream operations. Simple examples of equivalent conversions are, e.g., implementing joins with mapMulti instead of flatMap, using findFirst and findAny in place of the limit(1) operator. Moreover, the exploration of alternative conversions would immediately enable a performance evaluation of the parallelism implemented in the Stream API. Indeed, our approach conceptually already supports parallel streams, since all generated operations support parallel evaluation. Thus, generating benchmarks for parallel streams would only require adding .parallel() in the generated source code, that we will implement in a future release.

While S2S was implemented as a compiler for relational queries, it could be extended to support NoSQL queries (e.g., MongoDB [21]). Such an extension could also help in extending the coverage of the Java Stream API within the generated benchmarks. Moreover, while S2S focuses on the Java Stream API, the same approach could be reused to generate benchmarks for LINQ and Scala Collections. In this setting, part of the existing infrastructure could be reused, in particular the in-memory DB population as well as the tests and benchmarks generation. However, the query compiler should be extended with a new backend that takes care of generating code for a different language library.

As future work, we plan to generate a large and comprehensive benchmark suite for the Java Stream API by converting other established data-processing workloads. We plan to use the new suite to conduct a performance analysis on the Java Stream API; in particular, we plan to evaluate the performance of the Java Stream API among different JDKs.
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